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Transnational aspects of the feminine representation of Finnishness  
in the repertoire of the Finnish Theatre 

 

In my doctoral thesis I am studying how the Finnish Theatre (Suomalainen Teatteri, 1872–1902) 
participated in the construction of the Finnish national culture and identity by examining the ways 
the theatre produced the representation of ”the Finnish Maid” (Suomi-neito) – the embodiment 
of the Finnish nation. The Finnish Theatre (today known as the Finnish National Theatre) 
was found in 1872 by the nationalist Fennomans and the institution was deeply connected to its 
social environment and highly involved in the creation of the national imagery.  
  
In the thesis my main interest is to perceive how the feminine representations in the repertoire of 
the theatre relate to the developing personification of Finland/Finnishness at the time. I have 
been exploring the physical and spiritual boundaries that were produced through the repertoire 
by using the concept of female body: what is considered acceptable and not acceptable, natural 
and unnatural, pure and dirty in the concept of nation and national identity. Drawing this line 
between “us” and “them”  was (and is) essential for nationalist vision of how to build a 
homogeneous national culture and feminine representations had a central role in the process. The 
personification of the Finnish Maid, especially its youth and virginity, are part of the imagery used 
in constructing the gendered cultural power structures in Finland. 
 
So far I have come to find that the plays the Finnish Theatre introduced as Finnish by origin 
strongly produce imagery that develope and reinforce the representation of the Finnish Maid. 
However, as I have proceeded I have noticed that producing the national originality had the 
certain paradox in itself; the boundary between the desired and pure “Finnishness” and the “un-
Finnishness” created by using the feminine reprentation seemes to be based on the transnational 
imagery and ideals. In my paper for the Nineteenth Century Studies conference my aim is to 
perceive the connections the representation of the Finnish Maid had with to the possible models 
adopted elsewhere by drawing comparisons between the feminine representations transmitted by 
the ”domestic” and the ”foreign” repertoire of the Finnish Theatre.  
 
 
 
 
 

 



Hanna-Reetta Schreck 

The Woman in a Photograph: Lived Corporeality of Ellen Thesleff  

In my presentation I’m focusing on the photographical archive of the Finnish painter Ellen Thesleff (1869-
1954). In these photographs I’m interested in the corporeality of the past: human body and its movement. 
In the 19th century photographs served as an important medium for remembering. The portraits are often 
serious and festive, mainly because of the long exposure time needed in photography at that time. Most of 
the photographs of Ellen Thesleff and her family members and friends are very unconventional in this 
context. Most of the pictures with Ellen and her closed ones portrait a relaxed and bohemian family. 

What are Thesleff’s photographs relation to her life (time and space) and to her art? A photograph always 
represents the past. We can see tiny details, people, life, surroundings, things, objects, etc. At the same 
time a photograph is a very complex and ambiguous element and source for historical research. André 
Bazin has said that all the arts are based on the presence of the human, only photography benefits from the 
absence of the human. Through these photographs we have an interesting possibility to proceed, study and 
even understand Thesleff’s lived and painted corporeality. The photos are full of gestures and poses 
untypical for women of her time: A young woman with a short boy like haircut, self-confident, 
noncompliant and malcontent in her attitude. 



ABSTRACT 
Marja-Terttu Kivirinta 
Helene Schjerfbeck. Self-portrait as existence in the flow of time 
 
Self-portraits by Helene Schjerfbeck (1862–1946) are exhibited nowadays a lot. They have been 
subjects of active research and published interpretations both in Finland and outside it. Even I 
myself have written, published and lectured about Schjerfbeck’s portraits in many contexts. She 
made a lot of self-portraits, paintings and drawings, which got much fame from the first of the 
1880s painted by the young artist to the last portraits she made in 1940s before her death. 
Presenting her self-portraits my paper now concentrates on pieces of a puzzle of the artist person 
Schjerfbeck as biographical phenomena. Biography in my view means here ”art and life”, although 
the focus is on the art in the flow of time. I prepare my presentation conscious about the framing of 
the concept of genius as it has been pointed historically towards the ”absolute artist” determined in 
her research by Catherine Soussloff, and “art as existence”, the critical questioning of Gabriele 
Guercio about the artist’s monograph as a project of history about the life of an artist.  
My paper takes the distance from the biography in a way; the concept of history means now the 
concept of time where the past is present in contemporary as is also the future. 
The starting point is the representation, the self-portrait of herself as a young artist that Helene 
Schjerfbeck made already in 1880s. I try to look it through the decades trying to see the image or 
the disappearance of it in the portraits of an old artist. The structure of my presentation is a collage 
in process. In ”Self-portraits” an artist is always her / his own model but there is something else as 
well. Already the basis of the early self-portrait of Helene Schjerfbeck is a face without the body. 
Young Schjerfbeck had challenged soon the conventions of art and art history with male gaze. She 
composed herself to monitor her face as a male artist of her time was looking at himself. Already as 
a young artist Schjerbeck was conscious of her gender, and because of her studies and life in 1880s 
Paris she was aware of the way to transgress the conventions. I think the bodiless one of her early 
self-portraits can represent it; as well it can be already a modernist sign to go in between the 
figurative and nonfigurative art. Later on the shades of body seem to disappear stronger. At the 
same flow of time her self-portraits are less and less the portraits of an artist. The self-portraits of 
1910s near the style of the popular publicity of the modernist Parisian poster art as well of the artist 
portraits of the Italian Renaissance of 1500s representing private individuals of the period. The last 
self-portraits of Helene Schejrfbeck from the late 1930s and early 1940s alienate from those of the 
artist. In the end the eyes turn around and towards the absolute of the life, towards death but also 
eternal life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Marja-Terttu Kivirinta, art historian, art critic, academic writer, PhD (University of Helsinki). My 
interest as a researcher is in the interpretations of art in the context of historiography of art history. 
For instance, how the conscience about the narratives of life of the artist determinates the ways to 
see the works of her or his art. I am also keen on analysing national and transnational narratives of 
art history as conventional representations framing gender and class. I am curious to look at 
historical as well as contemporary, maybe future art.  
 


